Kandahar Border Police Without Pay for 3 Months

Protestors Block Kabul-North Highway in Baghlan

5 Afghan Soldiers Killed, 10 Injured in US Airstrike

KABUL - Modelled on 800-year-old Minaret of Jam, the trophy for the one-off Islamic Bank of Afghanistan Test match was unveiled at Dehradun on Wednesday.

Both skipping Asghar Afghan and William Porterfield were present at the trophy unveling ceremony ahead of the Test match scheduled to get under way in India on March 15.

Located in western Ghor province, the Minaret of Jam has been built of bricks by the hand of the Sultan Ghiasuddin Chagh, 800 years back.

Asghar Afghan on the occasion said: “It is a moment of pride that Afghanistan hosts its first Test match and it carries a lot of meaning for us. Although, we lost our inaugural Test match to India last year but we will aim to play the upcoming Test match with strength.”

Irish captain William Porterfield said “First and foremost, it will be completely different conditions in the Test match” - our first Test match against Pakistan was a home game in Malahide in May whereas we are in Dehradun here in India in March.

We will see how the pitch in the next couple of days and expect it not to be very different.

Earlier, Afghanistan Cricket Board (ACB) announced the Test squad, calling up Leg-spinner wicket-keeper Zahir Khan and seam bowler Syed Shahnazuddin.

The squad included Asghar Afghan (capt), Mohammad Shahzad (wk), UsmanAfzaal, Jezal Shah, Rahmat Shah, Nasir Jamal, Hashmatullah Shahidi, AsgharAli,Qazi Ibrar, Rashid Khan, WafadarMomand, Khan and seam bowler Syed Shirzad. (Pajhwok)

KANDAHAR CITY - Border police personnel in southern Kandahar province have received salary for the last three months or, negatively impacting their economic situation.

The border police force say they are deeply concerned about the delay in salary payment and complaint they already lack al

KABUL - At least five security personnel have been killed and 10 others wounded in a US airstrike in central Uruzgan province, an official said on Wednesday.

A security source, speaking on the condition of anonymity, told Pajhwok Afghan News the American forces struck a security base in the Karez area of Trinkan, the provincial capital, on Tuesday night.

He said a number of Afghan security forces suffered casualties in the raid. However, he did not offer ex-

Afghanistan-India Only Test Trophies Unveiled in Dehradun

The protestors accused the Khanjan district police chief, Abdul Chaudry Andleeb, of missing his authority and government
to involvs, equipment and supplies.

Most of the affected border police officers are reported to be in the police, Afghanistan, Sharbatgah, Registan and Spin Boldak districts.

A few days back, President Ashraf Ghani ordered the Ministry of Interior to hand over the border police command to the Ministry of Defense, leading to the delay in salary payment to the border police forces.

Border police third unit command or Col. Aminullah based in Maroof district told Pajhwok Afghan News that they stood the rally against the district police chief because he was misusing his authority.

He said: “Two families had a conflict a few days back and men belonging to the district police chief came - Ofer on PAR-314.

He said: “Two families had a conflict a few days back and men belonging to the district police chief came - Ofer on PAR-314.

However, the US military media office in Kabul rejected the claim as baseless, saying they would in-

investigate the allegations. (Pajhwok)

Yesterday’s Solution

Did you have a self-corrected answer?

Have you been feeling pytesta, Pausi? Has a recent dream or premonition come true? Any insights that you receive today aren’t likely to be clothed in a complicated symbolism - they should be easily un-

KABUL - About 30 security forces suffered casualties in the raid. However, he did not offer ex-
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virgin (Mar. 22-Apr.20)

Today is a day when some trustworthy friends may come today, Gemini. Something that has been contriving you and limiting your growth is going to disappear, and you will want even through the storms.

An unexpected release of tension could come today, Taurus. It could be a raise, promotion, or even a new job in a new career field. It could be an opportunity to completely different location.

You will be able to do anything you like, that you’ve ever done before, and that’s a challenge. Don’t worry! Change is necessary.

You will want to sit home and enjoy your newfound content-
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